
 

 
 

Appendix B 
South Central Public Lands Study 
Public Comments from Open House (February 12, 2013) 
 
Comments Re: Oakville-Trafalgar Memorial Hospital 
 

Preferred Plan 1 Preferred Plan 2 Preferred Plan 3 

- Choice of low-rise apartments is excellent 
- Would be a 2nd choice  
- 3rd choice; horrible; park would be blocked 

off from the neighbourhood. 
- Re-using existing parking structure. 
- Like this choice but would like to see the 

parking garage buried 
- Like low rise apartments as feel there is a 

need within walking distance of downtown 
- Like green space beside seniors residence 
- Preferred nice free play area 
- Prefer this, it is coming closest to providing 

acceptable massing relative to adjacent 
street forms 

- Density may not be appropriate considering 
existing road infrastructure 

- Any major road widenings, etc., would not be 
acceptable 

- Too many apartments 
- Support higher density option 1 
- Like that parking building and OTHS are 

being incorporated 
- Re-using parking garage good and bad as 

pointed out on option. 
- Prefer this as need lower cost housing 
- Would like to see parking garage more 

PRETTY (green roof) 
- Very happy no through road planned 

between Lawson and Galt 
- Get rid of OTHS building 
- Hospital land should be treated as a 

separate entity 
- Prefer this option as it puts highest density 

where body of hospital has always been 
- Go for this option 
- Put apartments at northwest corner 
- I like the singles on Allan and Macdonald 
 

- Nice mix of towns and parkland prefer more 
detached and towns  

- Great heritage landscape connection with 
park and heritage school and play-field  

- Ok  
- Preferred option 2 for hospital 
- Like this option with a school added 
- Preferred; leaves some parkland 
- Prefer, this keeps parkland together 
- This option has the lowest density 
- Should have more detached dwellings and 

fewer towns 
- Like having open space next to long term 

care 
- Best as provided apartment uses for existing 

buildings 
- Too many town homes  
- This option has the lowest density of 

residents but too many towns and not 
enough detached. 

- Parkland more useable because one large 
block 

- Townhouse on Macdonald - more practical, 
better plan overall 

- Has benefits of underground parking 
- A medical center would be nice 
- Like the old OT being incorporated 
- Why apartments – prefer detached or 

townhouses 
- Preferred option – but worried about density 

and traffic 
- Preferred option 
- Existing parking garage is an eye sore 
- Preferred option 
- Better traffic flow 
- Prefer the better concentration of parkland 

on site; 
- Prefer better focus and synergy between 

community centre and parkland; 
- Elimination of parking garage is good - 

oversized for any new community centre use 
and ugly at best 

- Favour incorporating high school - perhaps 
interior of high school could be converted to 
parking garage or complimentary facility for 
community centre 

- Good focus and mix of residential options on 
site. 

 

- No, loss of free play park area and heritage 
site loses the park setting 

- Traffic will be huge problem 
- Like option, but want real badminton courts 
- Make sure apartment is no higher than 4 

stories 
- Residential to be same as existing 

neighbourhood - high priced 
- Maintain shape and size of downtown city 

block, with towns and detached dwellings  
- Surface parking and location of community 

centre is good 
- This option has the most revenue 
- This option is best for traffic flow 
- Best potential for revenue 
- Get rid of parking garage as eye sore 
- Apartments cut Wallace Park off from new 

park - choppy feel 
- Keep big building (community centre) 
- Surface parking not necessary 
- Preferred has more detached dwellings 
- Parking should be underground 
- Parking should be below ground 
- Poor option as parked cars belong 

underground 
- Preferred Option – don’t want any housing 

along Macdonald 

  



 

 
 

Comments Re: Oakville-Trafalgar Memorial Hospital 
 

General Comments 

Residential Mix & Density 
- Too many houses and apartment buildings on site to accommodate 

the neighbourhood  
- No apartment on corner of Allan and McDonald 
- Existing permitted density is 29 uph in Livable Oakville.  This should 

be maintained.  
- Lot sizes not characteristic of existing neighbourhood 
- NO more apartments/homes, want to preserve public lands 
- Character must be sensitive to the character of the abutting 

neighbourhood 
- Maintain neighbourhood lot size of at min. 50’ 
- Have detached homes face detached homes 
- Density is far too high 
- Lot size les not fit with adjacent lot size 
- No apartments; too crowded 
- Concerned that one of the town’s planners admits to doubling the 

density in one configuration to compensate for additional 
parking?  Not sure that demonstrates proper planning and respect 
for the neighbourhood 

- Concerned about amount of density on residential block 
- Very concerned that lot sizes should mirror the lot sizes on opposing 

existing residential streets - not any smaller  
- Worried that town houses do not meet the need of our seniors - 

most require single floor dwellings 
- Can we not develop ‘California bungalows’ like in Millcroft in 

Burlington, or other areas?  Seniors need 1-level and some want a 
small private garden/outside area and do not wish to be relegated to 
a condominium   
 

Population Growth 
- Growth in SE Oakville is not going to be “stable” with the addition of 

Midtown when it is within walking distance of hospital lands 
- Feel over the  past 20 years that development in Oakville has 

destroyed the walkable livable area that existed  
- Can steps be taken to encourage creative re-use of the building 
 
Medical 
- Who would run the medical centre? 
- Alarmed that there does not appear to be an emergency care facility 

provided to service the elderly in the area  
 
Roads & Traffic 
- Trafalgar Rd is too narrow as it is 
- If OTHS building removed then in favour of east west street 
- Increased traffic with new road could be a concern 
- Keep traffic flow east/west 
- Traffic flow problem 
- West side of Allan street needs a 2 person wide sidewalk 
- Residential options facing three streets may lead to opening on-

street parking in area - currently verboten; could lead to demand for 
on-street parking  

- perhaps one way travel on Reynolds and Allan for better traffic flow 
 

Parking 
- Do not support any option that keeps the parking structure as it is 

old and will require lots of maintenance 
- Get rid of parking garage 
- Needs lots of parking if medical offices are going in 
- Please do not try to preserve the existing parking facility 
- Keep existing parking garage 
- If parking garage is kept it needs to be camouflaged   
- Not sure if parking garage should be kept 
 
Community Centre 
- Consider a 50 m pool and good idea for community center 
- Would prefer 50 m pool and underground parking with a medical 

centre 
- Hope that a large community center is being planned here with a 

pool 
- Build new community centre like ones in North Oakville 
- Why build another community center when Y is so close? 
- Y is close so no other community center is needed 
- Happy to see a confirmed swimming pool within the community 

centre 
- Concerned that developers “pay for community centres” in NEW 

areas but not similar development charges for OLD areas?  Why 
can’t the paradigm shift? 

 
Parks 
- Make the green space as large as possible by putting parking 

underground 
- Need more parkland 
- Do not appreciate skate board parks proposed - primarily a single 

gender sport - and would prefer that town money does not support 
one gender over another...plus, my understanding is that many of 
these parks are a nuisance for the neighbours.  Are there not more 
creative options for play and recreation? 
 

Other 
- Hospital is a factory, current appearance not like neighbourhood 
- Allow for something imaginative and exciting 
- Drain on water system 
- Improvement over initial plan 
- Reasonable – addresses the neighborhood concerns and is 

compatible  
 

 



 

 
 

Comments Re: Brantwood  

Preferred Plan 1 Preferred Plan 2  

- No need for another park - there are plenty in area 
- On park, not a great option considering the town very kindly put in a 

new playground recently (which we love and use) 
- Maintain the park 
- Keep playground 
- Keep playground on Douglas 
- Building not historically significant enough to require saving 
- Maybe use existing Brantwood school as condos  
- Can we not develop ‘California bungalows’ like in Millcroft in 

Burlington, or other areas?  Seniors need 1-level and some want a 
small private garden/outside area and do not wish to be relegated to a 
condominium  

- Prefer this option because it potentially brings residential mix to 
neighbourhood - particularly potential condo apartments for seniors 
market 

- Proposed lot sizes for residential are compatible with neighbourhood 

- Current school yard is focal point for street and community.  Very 
pleased with set up now as family gathering place. Invites calm and 
quiet. 

- Keep a parkette 
- Maintains some park space on quiet family street 
- Like it! 
- This alleviates neighbourhood concerns 
- Imperative to maintain some playground space on Douglas Ave. 
- Hoping to see active parkland, not enough supply of parkland 
- Use of school for housing is great 
- Support this, existing school building could make interesting condos 
- Keep for public use not sold as private housing  
- Like this as it preserves the school building  
- Reuse school, keep playground, use local architect for redesign of 

Brantwood. 
- Like this option 
- Nice size lots, in keeping with the neighbourhood 
- Preferred option 
- Like converting school to condos 
- West side of Allan street needs a 2 person wide sidewalk 
- No need to retain old school building 
- Is it feasible to turn existing structure into apartment units? 
- Surface parking preferred 
- Is the Brantwood building worth saving? 
- Can we not develop ‘California bungalows’ like in Millcroft in 

Burlington, or other areas?  Seniors need 1-level and some want a 
small private garden/outside area and do not wish to be relegated to a 
condominium   

 
 
 

  



 

 
 

Comments Re: Chisholm 
 

Preferred Plan  General 

- New configurations well thought out 
- Ok with option presented 
- Access to parkland more public friendly 
- Lot sizes proposed are too small 
- By putting a long baseball field on this site no open green space  

(this is not acceptable) 
- Decrease the amount of home to 5 or 6 and more green space 
- Hoping to see active parkland, not enough supply of parkland 
- Totally unacceptable, short-term money grab by municipality, no 

long-term effect thoughts 
- Too many houses proposed and lots are too narrow 
- Require park space and reduce number of house to have baseball 

fields 
- Would like to see more open parkland space 
- Like open woodlot but need fields also 
- Lot sizes are too small 
- Not in keeping with neighbourhood. 
- Do not like the change in the road configuration.  Force further 

setback for residents on Bonnylyn and larger school setback. 
- Preservation of existing trees towards back of school lot near fence 
- Lots are too small and not consistent with existing neighbourhood 
- Increase building setback from back property lines and school 

property 
- Realize that option presented is correct 
- Would like addition of woodland 
- Make all green space part of the woodland 
- If I had to roll over, it would be with 11 lots 
- Go ahead with the preferred plan.  Would create a warm small 

community. 
 

- GLARING omission of residents of Ford Drive area that will be 
without any kind of community centre. 

- Need to produce as much residential density as possible on all 4 
sites; maybe upscale cluster 

- Feel there’s no place to walk in SE Oakville to get a sense of 
belonging 

- Feel the Town needs to be more of a “village” 
- More housing seems short-sighted 
- A library is the obvious choice but if not that then a daycare 
- Ensure preservation of existing trees 
- Would like a reforestation or screening considered and playground 

use be maintained and increased 
- Want Chisholm to be considered for a community centre, small 

library, or YMCA facility 
- Do not need more housing here 
- Fewer than 11 houses preferred 
- Keep for public use not sold as private housing  
- Disappointed that preferred option does not preserve/convert the 

Chisholm School for some community use facility; missed 
opportunity in that location has good access from all corners of East 
Oakville and its history as a public use site should be a priority 

- Would prefer more exploration of ideas on uses for this site, hope 
the idea door will remain open longer; 

 

 

  



 

 
 

Comments Re: Linbrook 
 

Preferred Plan  General Comments 

- Very concerned about loss of active parkland 
- Feel it is a Town money grab option offers NO benefits over the 7 

house option 
- Concerned about loss of playing fields   
- SE Oakville has very little “active” park land  
- The zoning must be R02 for refined preferred option and it is not 

consistent with surrounding housed  
- Suggestion: if giving up playing fields zone R01 not R02 and go for 7 

houses not 9. 
- Preference for the 7 lot proposal.  If go to the 9 lot version than 

frontage is out of the R01 standard.   
- 7 lot version will help to preserve the current property values 
- Nice to preserve the small wood there.  Lots appear a little small. 
- Proposed lot sizes not in keeping with neighbourhood 
- Loss of heritage that cannot be paired 
- Linbrook school could be used better example museum, historical 

society 
- Traffic concerns 
- No traffic analysis 
- Make the entrance to housing off Linbrook. 
- Lots are too small on preferred land use option 
- Positive to see woodlot maintained. 
- THE BEST FOR LINBOOK. PREFERRED LAND USE OPTION, GO 

FOR IT. 
- Feel you jumped ahead by labeling preferred option 
- Happy to see the one house school preserved 
- Distressed to see existing open land (open soccer field parallel to 

David Ave.) converted to residential houses; does that not defeat the 
purpose? 

- Very concerned that the 9 houses proposed does not honour existing 
front footage of surrounding homes; Would much prefer to see only 7 
at most. The prior 3 layouts only had 7 homes, yet all of a sudden 9 
are being considered.  A 65 foot frontage is not representative of the 
area. 

 

- New configurations well thought out 
- Access to parklands more public friendly 
- Ok with option in principle, however reduce lots back to 5 not 7  
- Keep lot sizes within neighbourhood existing lot sizes. 
- Concerned the “preferred option bears little resemblance to 23 options 

originally presented. 
- Lot sizes too small, smaller than R01 and R02. Feels not consistent 

with neighbourhood. 
- Feels will be difficult to sell lots on Linbrook because of heritage 

designation. DISLIKE the whole option 
- Possibility of a small branch library? 
- Very concerned about loss of active parkland 
- Feel it is a Town money grab option offers NO benefits over the 7 

house option 
- Lot sizes are proposed too small 
- Ten homes, more frontages, more park space. 
- Hoping to see active parkland, not enough supply of parkland 
- Need to produce as much residential density as possible on all 4 sites 

maybe upscale cluster 
- Upset about the idea of loss of preserving our public lands idea. 
- Would like to see a community center with a gym and meeting rooms 

or a senior centre 
- Totally unacceptable, short-term money grab by municipality, no long 

term effect thoughts 
- Concerned about preservation of heritage park of school 
- Lot sizes should be R01 as with existing neighbourhood allowing R02 

starts a precedent for Lakeshore lots to be larger.  
- Disappointed to see mixed messages between the Planning 

department and the Parks & Recreation division…the town Planner 
saying the town has more than enough soccer fields when 
commenting on elimination of David Ave. field, but your Parks and 
Recreation representative indicated that Oakville is still underserved?    

- Would like to see small playground 
 

 

  



 

 
 

General Comments  
 

South Central Public Lands Study  Parks and Recreation 

- Took time to read emailed presentation from Residents’ Assoc. but 
disappointed that the preferred options are completely new. 

- All options are acceptable depending on cost to Town. 
- Would like a better understanding of the net revenue per option. 
- Concern that emphasis on increased density at expense of 

greenspace. 
- Feel that the closure of the school by council and Mayor started the 

negative ball rolling. 
- Decision-making needs to involve more family services 
- Council previously stated that the saving of public school lands was 

discussed and an important focus for the Town. This current 
presentation does not reflect these discussions at all. 

- Totally unacceptable, short-term money grab by municipality, no 
long-term effect thoughts 

- “preferred” options are significantly different from the options 
presented at the first open house 

- Too much money spent on studies and consultants in this project 
- Need to produce as much residential density as possible on all 4 

sites maybe towns 
- Do not like the smaller lot sizes proposed. 
- All the time money and consultants on this project, less space and 

too many homes 
- Post office should be developed into a reasonable priced condo 
- Please try to respect the views of the community and not just look 

at the bottom line 
- Why hire consultants when Planning department can do the work 
- Overall density too high 
- Overall somewhat disappointing – an opportunity lost 
- Why is there no provision of community use on any of the 3 school 

sites?  
- Find out if anyone is interested in developing these sites as is 

buildings. 
 

- Should have a new community centre, would like to see the old OT 
façade used for new centre. 

- Pool should be comparable to Centennial pool in size and depth, 
not a million dollar north Oakville pool 

- Need a new pool and community centre. Town has a unique 
opportunity to build a new complex that meets the future demands 
of Oakville being Oakville.  

- Need playing fields for casual pick-up type of games in each 
neighbourhood. 

- Very little active or passive park space between Maplegrove and 
Ford. 

- Keep heritage area and don’t lose the outdoor pool. 
- All pools should be salt water. 
 

 


